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ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS AND

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Note: (I) Attempt aU questions.

(2) All questions carry equal marks.

I. Attempt any four parts of the following:

(a) Differentiate between electrical, electronics and mechanical

instruments with suitable examples.

(c) A resistance is measured by the volt~eter-ammeter

method. The voltmeter reading is 123.4 V on the 250 V

scale and the ammeter reading is 283.5 inA on the 500mA

scale. Both meters are guaranteed to be accurate within

± 1% of full scale reading. Calculate indicated value of

resistance and limits within which the result can be

(d) A dc circuit can be represented by an internal voitage

source of SOV with an output resistance of 100 k Q. In



order to achieve accuracy better than 99% for voltage
measurment across its terminals, calculate the resistance
ofvoltage measuring device.

(e) The meter constant of a 230V, 20A single-phase energy

in 120 seconds when tested at full load at 0.8 pflag at the

rated voltage. Determine the error in energy meter reading.

(f) A three phase, 400V load has power factor of 0.6 lagging.

The two wattmeters read a total power of 20 KW. Find

the reading of each wattmeter.

(a) Describe the constructional details and working aD-phase

electrodynamic power factor meter. Describe why phase

splitting is not necessary in this case.

(b) What are the different methods of measurement of speed?

Explain the construction and working principle of anyone

of them.

A current transformer with 5 primary turns has a secondary

burden consisting of a resistance of 0.16 nand an inductive

reactance of 0.12 n, when the primary current is 200 A,

the magnetizing current is 1.5A and the iron loss current is

O.4A. Find the number of secondary turns need~d to make

the current ratio 100: 1 and the phase angle.



~eof a cod is to be measured by

Q--u:e'FF .• e rr'>! measurement result is f]=1.5 MHz and

. e ':"'~ondmeasurement result is f2=3 MHz

&ru:: ~c ::.:~~0,- 'Ding capacitor is 110 pf. Find the

.it. .'h:i:ance and inductance ofthe coil.

..:= -- ~ ::':: - ·1 .es in measurement of high resistance ?

guard circuits.

;:.?= ;:- :=;::;j.1~~er. How is it standardized? Explain

ge can be measured with it.

\C] .-:.:1"( meter is .::o-:u eel to a search coil of 100 tl!.fIlS and

<!:er::ea'! a.; u;-tile -oil is :; cm2 The search coil is placed

0:;., :,.c '::c'ltre and standard solenoid l.m long uniformly

\\ 0 'ffid ••I 800 rums. When a current o{5A is reversed, a



(6- x3=20)
:3

(a) Describe the construction and working of dual trace eRe,..,
" with suitable block diagram.

(b) Draw and explain the circuit of a ramp type digital voltme..t::r.
-i.

(e) :cixpiain(he functioning ofa time-base generahJ! lJl a G!\.0.

(d) Describe the construction and working of wave aqa!yzers

used for audio frequency and megahertz ranges.

(e) Explain bri~f1y with the help of neat diagrams !he use of

electronic multimeter.


